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beyond the courts of England for comparative materials and also to
look more closely and more often to the decisions of the jurisdictions
of Australia other than one's own for guidance on the solutions to
analogouS
anaiogouS problems.

The capacity of a sovereign to acquire a subject's property is
as ancient as organised human society.

But in the place of

confiscation by rapacious kings and war lords, civilised communities
have developed complex rules to control and regulate compulsory
acquisition. In the English legal tradition, to which our legal system
is heir. the principle that property should not be confiscated except in
accordance with law, can be traced to Magna Carta. In Article 52 of
that document of 1215, King John promised:
"To any man whom we have deprived or dispossessed
of lands, castles, liberties or rights, without the lawful
judgment of his equals, we will at once restore these".

There you have the two concepts that have been refined by the many
subsequent
SUbsequent statements of basic principle:

the requirement of

authority of law and the obligation of restoration and proper
satisfaction.

In the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen of 1789, the formulation took on the colour of a basic civil
right. Article 17 provides:
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"Property, being an inviolable and sacred right, none
can be deprived of it except when public necessity,
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, .. service, I have met them twice'. As I am writing this
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a helpful guide through a mass of material where
·";;!i.nd subtle concepts must be mastered. It will, of course, be
time passes. to ensure that the legislation remains

I was young, I knew a distinguished Silk in Sydney, a
'.·~~n+llo
'.;"ont!o

man, who had the most admirable card index of

fc1Snceivable case and statute on the area of his chosen
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:.I!It was a source of marvel. It elicited admiration and even
the part of his professional colleagues.

I often stole a

cards, when appearing as his junior. I begged him to
his colleagues or at least the Floor of his Chambers
me. But there was no way that he was going to part
intellectual capital - accumulated wisdom and
the years. They went with him to the Bench. I suspect
have taken them to the grave. Marcus Jacobs, on
hand, has shared his intellectual capital with his
,,,,_,,,.,,'''_' colleagues. For that.
that, they will be most grateful.
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